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Exciting era: many experimental probe of 
TeV New Physics.

• High energy colliders, direct probes of the energy 
frontier. 

- Tevatron, Large Hadron Collider. 

• Weakscale dark matter searches.

- Direct and Indirect Searches.  

• Precision frontier. 

- Flavor, CP...      
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Many possible NP have been proposed

• Last 30+ years,  many directions, variations, 
combinations.

• Impossible to have a comprehensive overview here.  

H. Murayama
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My talk:

• I will only scratch the surface by 

- giving very broad brushed perspective of classes of 
ideas, and scenarios.

- listing generic signals, highlight distinct features. 

- providing leads and clues for further study.

• Major omissions: 

- Low energy searches: flavor, CP.   (Talks by Browder,  

Grinstein, Hitlin, Roberts, ...)

- Direct and Indirect detection of Dark Matter.       
(Talks by:  Golwala,  Pierce, ...) 
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Electroweak symmetry breaking. 

• Weak interaction mediated by spin-one massive gauge 
boson

• Unitarity of quantum theory requires new physics must 
be set in at 
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The simplest new physics:

• A spin-0 scalar with weak 
scale mass. 

- The Higgs boson. 

• Higgs search. 

• However, extended Higgs 
sector can significantly 
change Higgs decay. 

Figure 3: Combined constraints on RSM at 95% C.L. from CDF, D∅, and the com-
bination of the two. Also presented are projected limits after increasing
the luminosity to 10 fb−1 and including 25-50% efficiency improvements.

O(1). In the following we will always lump this SM-like τ+τ− constraint together with
the bb̄ constraint. On the other hand, when the τ+τ− data is taken as a limit on the
gluon fusion production channel, the constraint from the CP-odd and nonstandard CP-
even Higgs bosons can be quite strong [25],[26]. These particles have tan2 β enhanced
production rates through loops of bottom quarks, and so the rescaling factor relative to
the SM can be significant if they are sufficiently light. In the following, when we refer
to the τ+τ− constraint, we mean this constraint coming from the nonstandard Higgs
search.

Our strategy will be as follows: we pick benchmark scenarios for all the MSSM
parameters except for tan β and mA, which are the dominant parameters affecting the
Higgs signal. We scan over the (mA, tan β) plane, calculating the spectrum and the scal-
ing factors σSM,iBrSM,i/(σMSSM,iBrMSSM,i) for all channels. The masses and branching
ratios are computed numerically using HDECAY [34], and in particular the numerator is
calculated at the Standard Model Higgs mass equal to the mass of the CP -even MSSM
Higgs in the intermediate state (we checked that similar results are obtained by using
CPsuperH [35]). Finally we read off the expected R95

SM,i from the CDF and D∅ plots and
use Eqs. (4.13) and (3.12) to compute the value of R95 at each point in the parameter
space.

As emphasized before, we will first present our results for the constraints from the
SM-like Higgs search channels and the gg → h, H → τ+τ− nonstandard search channel

8
LHC: Blaising, et al, 2006

Tevatron: Draper et. al. 2009

Dermisek and Gunion hep-ph/0502105
Chang, Fox and Weiner hep-ph/0511250
Graham, Pierce and Wacker hep-ph/0605162
Review: Chang, Dermisek, Gunion, and Weiner,  arXiv:0801.4554
Abazov et al.  [D0 Collaboration], arXiv:0905.3381.
Bellazzini, Csaki, Falkowski and Weiler, arXiv:0906.3026

(Talk by M. Kruse)
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Hierarchy problem.

• Naturalness. Electroweak scale very different from 
Planck scale.

• Technical naturalness. 

Unnatural ?

Due to quantum corrections, the Higgs mass is quadratically sensitive
to the cutoff scale: ∼ Λ2.
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TeV new physics!
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Approach 1: low cut-off
• Quantum gravity scale is low: 

Large extra-dimensions.

• A distinct possibility with 
distinct phenomenology. 

- KK-tower of gravitons. 

- Missing energy. 

- Non-resonant 
modification 2 to 2..... 

- Blackholes! 

Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos and Dvali, 1998

Giudice, Rattazzi, and Wells, 1998
Han, Lykken and Zhang, 1998

Figure 3: The total jet + nothing cross-section at the LHC integrated for all ET,jet > Emin
T,jet

with the requirement that |ηjet| < 3.0. The Standard Model background is the dash-dotted
line, and the signal is plotted as solid and dashed lines for fixed MD = 5TeV with δ = 2 and
4 extra dimensions. The a (b) lines are constructed by integrating the cross-section over
ŝ < M2

D (all ŝ).

33

Question now is why quantum gravity scale is low.
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Low cut-off: compositeness

• Known to work. 

- QCD. Logarithmic running generates a exponential 
scale separation.

- Physics completely different above or below the 
QCD scale.  mesons        quark, gluons.

- A “cut-off” for low energy physics.

• A “scaled-up” version of QCD can generate 
electroweak symmetry breaking, and solve naturalness 
problem.

• A “conservative” approach. Maybe nature will repeat 
itself?

Weinberg1979; Susskind, 1979
Georgi and Kaplan, 1984
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Signal of compositeness

• QCD: composite resonances.

• TeV compositeness:  TeV composite resonances. 

• Equivalences in model space (low energy)

CompositenessTeV Extra-dim Warped (RS)

Deconstruction AdS-CFT

Randall and Sundrum, 1999Weinberg1979; Susskind, 1979
Georgi and Kaplan, 1984

Appelquist, Cheng and Dobrescu,  2000
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Signals of compositeness
• Composite resonances couples strongly to other 

composite modes, in particular 

Composite Resonances → WLWL, WLZL, ....
Composite models → quite a few composite states.
TC. KK-mode in warped compactification...
Compositeness → significant BR to WL and ZL.
Could be wide or narrow. 1−20% of mass → different discovery reaches.

Production

2 → 1 Drell-Yan
gg → H, qq̄ → X X

VBF
WLWL → X → WLWL.

Typically, Drell-Yan has bigger rate.
∼ 1 − 10 pb for TeV resonance.

VBF has unique kinematics. Could be bigger for mNP > 1 TeV

2 to 1 resonance

Weak Boson Fusion

Figure 4: Total cross section for Z ′ production versus its mass, (a) with the coupling constant
squared (λ2) factored out as in Table 10 in Appendix B (for states in the KK eigenbasis, where
ZKK includes A1, Z1 and ZX1, and the qq̄ZX1 coupling is vanishingly small), and (b) with the
absolute normalization for the couplings (for states in the mass eigenbasis).
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Figure 5: Distributions of the WW final state (a) for W+W− invariant mass variable (in GeV) of
a 2 and 3 TeV Z ′ along with the SM W+W− background, and (b) for rapidity of a W . These are
after a pT W > 250 GeV cut.
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Significant BR to WW, ZZ...

Agashe et. al., arXiv:0709.0007
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Approach II: divergence cancelation

• Supersymmetry.   boson         fermion 

- Quadratic divergences cancel to all orders in 
perturbation theory. 

• A theorist’s dream theory.
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“Little” Hierarchy Problem: 

• Tension between the sizes of precisely measured higher 
dim. operators and the size of radiative correction to 
EW scale. 

• A O(1%) tuning.  Inspiration of many many model 
building efforts. 

• More symmetries: 

- e.g., SUSY:  AMSB, GMSB, .... 

• Why so many models: Little Hierarchy problem

Tension between the size of higher dimensional operators and the size of
radiative corrections to the electroweak scale.

after LEP, B-factories, EDM...

Naturalness of the weak scale : Λ2
NP ∼ 16π2Λ2

EW

O(5)

ΛNP
,
O(6)

Λ2
NP

→ EWPT, flavor, EDM... : Λ2
NP ∼ (16π2)2Λ2

EW

Little Hierarchy problem (O(1%) tuning) is the primary focus of many
model building in the past decade. Many variations of models exist.
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Raising the cut-off in composite models

• Partial cancelation (at one-loop) of divergences. 

- Introducing partners: 

- Little Higgs     twin Higgs   ... 

• Introducing discrete symmetry to suppress corrections 
to precision variables by one loop.

- KK-parity,     

- T-parity  ....

- Stable (LKP, LTP, ...). 

Arkani-Hamed et. al. 2001 Chacko et. al. 2005

Appelquist, Cheng and Dobrescu, hep-ph/0012100

Cheng and Low,  2003 
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Signal of “partners”: SUSY, LH...

• Could be early discovery, hard to completely 
understand. 

• !"#$%&'()*+,-$./$*0-$

1),*(-,%2

• "),3-,$.45-6*%7

• 833&*&.()9$9-1*.(%2
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– ;),<$=)**-,2

– >%6)1-$/,.=$3-*-6*.,? 2

• @-$0)A-$0.1-2

BCDECFEEG DH

I-J$K0L%&6%$MIKN$0)%$%1-6&)9$/&()9$%*)*-%2

GeV 10 E  NP TeV
2

q, !"
!

Arkani-Hamed, Kane, Thaler and LTW, hep-ph/0512190
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Another angle: “best” motivated 
search channels
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Example: connection with top sector

• Naturalness. Top quark has large coupling to Higgs, 
responsible for the largest contribution to EWSB.

• Need top partners: 

• Signal: top-partner production. 

- Combining with a stable particle: 

Motivation:

• Naturalness:

δm2
h = −

3

8π2
y2
t Λ

2

Within the SM, largest quadratically divergent correction to
Higgs mass.

Naturalness −→ “top partner”, Mtop−partner ∼ Λ ∼ TeV

Signature of top partner often involve top quarks!

Meade and Reece hep-ph/0601142
Belyaev, Chen, Tobe and Yuan, hep-ph/0609179
Carena,  Hubisz, Perelstein, and Verdier. hep-ph/0610156
Matsumoto,  Nojiri and Nomura, hep-ph/0612249
Han, Mahbubani, Walker and LTW, arXiv:0803.3820 
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Connection with top sector.

• Top quark is much heavier. 

• Example:

- Top is composite (new strong interaction).

- New strong interaction has other resonances.

- Composite resonance decays into top quarks with 
large branching ratio.

!"#$%&$'"($')*$+,-./$"(-0#1

• 2,3"$"(-0%(.$'"-4$)'"(.$5(.6%)4&$%4$'"($728

• 7,3"$4(9$*"#&%3&$3-4$&")9$,*$-&$.(&)4-43(&$

• :;-6*<(=$

– >)*$%&$-$3)6*)&%'($&'-'($)5$&)6($4(9$&'.)4?$
%4'(.-3'%)48

– @'$9%<<$3),*<($&'.)4?<#$9%'"$'"($)'"(.$.(&)4-43(&$)5$
'"-'$&'.)4?$%4'(.-3'%)48$

– A-.?($

@B2CD$EFGHFIJJH A%-4K>-)$!-4? E
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A model in RS.

• Randall-Sundrum matter in the bulk.
!"#$%&'()$#'*+$),#
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A bound from CDF.
!"#$%&'"()$*"+,-.

• /%*0"123)456&7"38"+,-."

9:;<=">?@A?BCCA D63&EF3$"G3&7 H

!3I8$&2&="28."3I.="J+,-"4$II3#$)386$&K="3)L6MNCO@C.H>>H
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Challenge of identifying boosted tops

• Composite resonance is likely to be heavy ~ 2-3 TeV.

• Obvious strategy, looking for substructures. 

!"#$%&'(#)*(+$%,''-#./%0'1%2''$(+3%('4$5

• 6+.+1#7*,,89%41+7#$#'.%(+$($%7'.$(1*#.%("+%1+$'.*.7+%

&*$$%('%2+%*(%

• :+7*8%41'3;7(%"#/",8%2''$(+35%

<=>?9%@ABCADEEC F#*.G!*'%H*./ I

G. Brooijmans, et. al., arXiv:0802.3715
J. Thaler and LW, arXiv:0806.0023
L. Almeida, S. Lee, G. Perez, G. Sterman, I.Sung, J. Virzi. arXiv:0807.0234
L. lmeida, S. Lee, G. Perez, I. Sung and J. Virzi, arXiv:0810.0934 
D. Kaplan, K. Rehermann, M. Schwartz, and B. Tweedie, arXiv:08060848
P. Maksimovic and Rappoccio, CMS AN‐2008/069
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“Following” the jet formation: !"#$$#%&'()*+,-*.,#%-/*,&.+#/0

• !1'2-/.-)*#3*+,-*4-+*5$6.+-/&'(*,&.+#/07

189:;*<=>?=@AA? B&C'DEC#*FC'( >G

H7*IC+C'&;*J7*K#L.,&+M-/;*97*H-0N#6/;*C'O*P7*F-QQ-/;*R65$7*8,0.7*P*SAT;*>UV*W>??<X
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Use of jet mass and z.!"#$%&$'()*+,-.+/),+

01234+567869::8 ;&$<"=$-+>$<? 7@

Thaler and LTW, arXiv:0806.0023
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Cold Dark Matter in the Universe

• They exist, they gravitate, and they are dark. 
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Many many models. 
• !"#$%&'()*"'&$"+)$,)-"&.)/0&'"()
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Talk by Pierce.
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Generic features of LHC signal of CDM.
• !"#$%&'($%&)#*$+,)#-#,)#,($."/,,#*0$

• 1/23#$45$6/.732&8,)9$:;$(+%#'$("#$'+3,/*0$

• <$)+'.&=#2>$+,$?%&,&@A#(BC$

• D#2>$."/**#,3+,30

EF:;FG;;H GI

J/27$%/((#2$'+3,/*$/($("#$1KL

Dark Matter at the LHC

1 Dark matter: stable, neutral, → E/T .

2 pp → χDMχDM + X .
Must recoil against something observable: X = γ, jet
Extremely challenging. Not early physics.

3 In bigger frameworks, SUSY, compositeness...
Well-known signatures: multi-jet and/or multi-lepton +E/T .
Could be early discovery.

4 In this talk, I will focus on a different possibility:
GeV−1 range dark matter self-interaction at the LHC.
Unique signature. Could lead to early discovery.

For searches at low energy experiments,

see M. Reece and LTW, arXiv:0904.1743.
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Recent evidences, and “tension”. 

• Excesses in electron and positron fluxes. 

• Some tension if we assume the source is DM 
annihilation. 

• Sommerfeld enhancement is a possible solution.  

- DM has long range mediated by GeV force carrier.

- GeV “dark sector” couples to SM with small 
couplings. 

The observed signal at PAMELA/Fermi

• Dark matter annihilate into dark force carrier, which 
then decay to SM states, leading to observed excesses.

• Therefore, dark sector states must couple to the SM. 

• The coupling has to be small to satisfy current 
constraints.

χDM

χDM

bdark

annihilation

"+

"−

bdark

bdark

Monday, July 6, 2009

Talk by Pierce.

Motivation: dark matter annihilation

• Excesses in cosmic-ray electron and positron.

PAMELA: O. Adriani, et al., arXiv:0810.4995 Fermi-LAT: Abdo, et. al. arXiv:0905.0025 

Also: ATIC, PPB-BETS, EGRET.

Astrophysics interpretation possible. 
Here, we focus on the hypothesis of dark matter 
annihilation as source to the excess.
Leading to testable predictions.

Monday, July 6, 2009
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Monday, July 6, 2009
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Basic dark sector model ingredients:

• Model choices:

• Dark matter identity.

• Self-interaction

• GeV scale, dark Higgs

• Supersymmetric scenarios:  natural generation of the 
GeV Scale.   

Gd SM

(MSSM, ...)
ε

χDM

hd

M. Pospelov, A. Ritz and M.  Voloshin, arXiv:0711.4866
N. Arkani-Hamed, D. Finkbeiner, T. Slatyer and N. Weiner, arXiv0810.0713
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Various constructions:

• Earlier proposals:

• U(1) models:

• Non-abelian model, SUSY:

• Scalar Portal: 

• More...

M. Pospelov, A. Ritz and M.  Voloshin, arXiv:0711.4866
N. Arkani-Hamed, D. Finkbeiner, T. Slatyer and N. Weiner, arXiv:0810.0713

E. J. Chun and J. C. Park, arXiv:0812.0308 
C. Cheung, LTW, J. Ruderman, and I. Yavin, arXiv:0902.3246 
A. Katz and R. Sundrum, arXiv:0902.3271
D. E. Morrissey, D. Poland and K. M. Zurek, arXiv:0904.2567

M. Baumgart, C. Cheung, LTW, J.~Ruderman, I. Yavin, arXiv:0901.0283

Y. Nomura and J. Thaler, arXiv:0810.5397
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Simplest choice:  abelian dark sector

• Simplest self-interaction:

• Natural connection to the SM: kinetic mixing

• Supersymmetry can be an elegant way of generating the 
GeV scale.

G ⊃ U(1)d
(MS)SM

εbµνFµν
γ

χDM

⊃ U(1)EM

bµ γ

For a very simple and predictive construction:
C. Cheung, LTW, J. Ruderman, and I. Yavin, arXiv:0902.3246 
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“Seeing” GeV dark interactions.Basic dark sector production at the LHC

V ⊃ ε cos θW bµJµ
EM − ε sin θW ZµJµ

dark

Direct bµ (γ′) prod.

prompt “dark” photon

εbµJµ
EM

g

q

j

bµ

rare Z decay

εZµJµ
dark

hdark

bL
µ

Z
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Collider signal: lepton jets.Signal of dark sector: lepton-jet

Decay of dark photon leads to highly collimated lepton pair.

“Lepton jet.”

e±, µ± δθ < 0.1 → Lepton Jetγ′

Typical Eγ′ > 10 GeV

mγ′ ∼ GeV
→ δθ ∼ mγ′/Eγ′ < 0.1

Unique objects.

X

γ ′
leptons → lepton jet
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More different signals. 

• Something SM cannot do. 

-  Sometimes easy, sometimes not. 

• Introducing new interactions (new symmetries). 

• More often than not, introducing new particles as well. 
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Simplest possibility: extra U(1)

• Quite common in GUT and string constructions.

• Distinct signal, high mass resonance. 

• Can decay into other exotic                                      
states as well. 

494 Chapter 14. Extra Dimensions and New Vector Boson High Mass States

scale of 2-3 TeV, minimum black hole mass up to 4 TeV and 2-6 extra dimensions the 5 sigma
significance can be obtained with luminosity between fraction of pb−1 and 100’s of pb−1. For
effective Planck scale of 4 TeV a few fb−1 is needed for discovery. To account for the sys-
tematic uncertainties in the number of signal events, the effect of PDF distribution on cross
section is calculated using the CTEQ6 NLO PDF set with the help of LHAPDF interface. PDF
uncertainties for the chosen benchmark point is found to be +24.2%

−9.07%. Using these uncertainties,
the error in significance calculation was computed to be %12.

14.9 Discussion
The results on Z′s and RS gravitons in the channels studied in this chapter are summarised
here.
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Figure 14.23: Z′ discovery reach for two of the models studied in the dielectron and dimuon
channels. The reach for the rest of the models studied is within the band between the two
shown here.

In Figure 14.23 the summary of the discovery reach in the dielectron and dimuon channels
is shown for two representative Z ′ models. The reach for the rest of the models studied lies

Baumgart, Hartman, Kilic and LTW, hep-ph/0608172
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Additional gauge theory.

• For example: 

• Heavy flavor, low confinement scale, “quirk”. 

- Macroscopic correlations, exotic resonances.

• Light flavor, suppressed coupling to SM. “hidden valley”.

- QCD like. New resonances decay to heavy SM 
quarks, displaced vertices. 

- Conformal. “Un-particle.”

- Higher multiplicity, more spherical events. 

Strassler and Zurek: hep-ph/0604261

Georgi, hep-ph/0703260

Strassler, arXiv:0801.0629

Kang and Luty, arXiv:0805.4642
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Conclusions.

• LHC and Tevatron provide great opportunities of 
probing TeV new physics. 

• Many possible scenarios. 

• Many possible signals.

- Can be either generic or very special. 

- Important to anticipate possible forms of NP signal as 
much as possible. 
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